Hospital and Pre-Hospital Pandemic Alert and Pandemic Assessment

Pandemic Alert (Phases 3-5) Assessment

☐ Number of available hospital beds _____
☐ Number of HEPA filters not being used _____
☐ Pharmaceutical Cache inquiry (per State Epidemiologists request)
☐ Number of N95 masks available _____
☐ Number of SMATs able to deploy from unaffected areas _____
☐ Bed capacity of those SMATs ______
☐ Number of Oxygen cylinders available for use _____
☐ Hospitals identified with highest populations of flu
☐ University involvement assessment (sit report)
☐ Number of Community Health Centers available to assist (begin designation of liaisons for each center) ______
☐ Regional Advisory Committee assessment

Pandemic (Phase 6) Assessment

☐ Isolation bed count ______
☐ Continued Pharmaceutical count ______
☐ Ongoing assessment of supplies
☐ Lab sampling products and stock
☐ University Health sit report
☐ Community Health Center sit report
☐ Openings of Flu assessment sites
☐ Liaison deployment sit report (completed when PH/NCOEMS representative is deployed to CHC Flu Assessment Sites)
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